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The purpose of this article is to give a simple criterion in order for the 
symmetric algebra, S,(M), of an R-module M to be a domain. f axlrse we 
must assume R is a domain. Before we state the main result let us intro 
some notation. 

If A is a matrix with coefficients in a commutative rin 
enote the ideal generated by the t X t minors of A. 
enote the least number of generators of M by v 

commutative Noetherian ring R is said to satisfy Serre’s property S, if 

depth R, > minjdim R,, kj 

for all primes p in R. If I is an ideal in R, $y grade(I) we demote the length 
of a maximal R-sequence in I. We may now st.ate t ain result. 

THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a universally c~te~ariQ~ ~oe~~eri~~ 
s~ti~~yi~g S, and let A4 be an R-module having a finite free r~~~~~~i~~, 

O+R”*R*+M-+O, A = (6zij). 

Then the fo!lowing are equivalent: 

(1) S,(M) is a domain. 

(2) grade(l,(A)) > m + 2 - 1 for 1 < t ,< m. 
(3) v(MP, Rp) < II - m + grade(p) - I j&r all non-ze~-~ ~rirne~ p in 

If yfany (and hence all) of the above conditions hold, is a ~orn~~e~e 
intersection in R [T, ,..., T,]. In particular, if e~-~a~a~~~~ 
~respe~tjve~y Gorenstein) then S,(M) is Cohen Conway ~re~pe~~jve~y 
Corenstein). 
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Several authors have investigated the case in which S,(1) is a domain if I 
is an ideal. See [6, g-101. The present author has used the idea of a d- 
sequence to provide a wide class of examples such that S,(1) is a domain. In 
this case, gr,(R), the graded algebra of 1, will be isomorphic to SR,,(1/12), 
and consequently is considerably easier to deal with. This author used this 
approach in [7] to prove results about the symmetric powers of prime ideals 
which are almost complete intersections, generic Pfaffians, or maximal 
minors of a generic IZ x (n + 1) matrix. Also treated in [7] is the following 
well-known result (see [4] or [ 111). 

PROPOSITION. Suppose R is a commutative Noetherian domain and M a 
finitely generated module, with resolution 

If grade(a 1 ,..., a,,) > 2, then S,(M) is domain. 

We will recover this result as an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1. We 
will apply the theorem to several situations (these results may be found in 
Section 2). For instance, we show the following corollary, which we apply to 
primes defining varieties of the form k[t”l, t”*, P], where k is a field. 

COROLLARY. Let R be Cohen-Macauiay local domain and p a height 2 
prime generated by three elements, having projective dimesion 1. Then S(p) 
is a domain. 

We now recall some facts about S,(M), the symmetric algebra of a 
module M. It is a non-negatively graded algebra. If S”(M) denotes its nth 
graded piece then 

S”(M)=M@ -a- @M/N, 

n-times 

where N is the submodule of M @ ... @ M generated by elements of the form 

. . . @ m @ . . - @ m’ @ . . . - . -. @ m’ @ . . . @ m @ . . . . 

If M has the presentation 

Rm (aij) -R”-+M-tO 

then S,(M) can be identified with R [T, ,..., T,]/J, where J is the ideal 
generated by the m linear forms EYE, aij Tj. 
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S,(M) has the following universal property: if S is an 
is an R-module homomorphism, then ere exists 

) + S extending the identifications of I 
commutes : 

We now begin the proof of Theorem 1.1. We will show that (2) implies 
(1 ), (1) implies (3), and (3) implies (2). So now assume (2). 

Suppose grade@,(A)) > m + 2 - t for 1 < t < m. rom the ~~trod~ct~~~~ 
we noted that 

where J is the ideal generated by the m linear cq~atio~s J$i aijTj. 
Since grade(l,(A)) > m + 2 - m = 2 it is well known that 

torsion-free of rank d = n - m. By standard 
Rd. (Let K = fraction field of R; M imbeds in 
and clear denominators.) 

Taking the symmetric algebras of this imbedding we obtain a map J 

f: S,(M) -i R [X, :...y &]e 

enote by Q the kernel of f lifted back to R[T,,..., T,]. Then 
oint” for S,(M) in the following se : S,(M) is a domain if and 
= J. For clearly if Q = J then 
domain implies f is an imbed 

(invert a maximal minor) and so Q = J. The height 
the above remarks: dim S,(M)/& = dim R [X, )..., 
height Q = dim(R [T, ,..., T,])-(dimR+d)=n-d==m. 

Now induct on n = (the minimal number of generators of N) to show 
that under these conditions S,(M) is a domain. If n = 1, then the conditions 
force M to be torsion-free, MZ R and S,(M) ZR [X) is a domain. 

So assume n > 1 and we have proved this half of the theorem for all iar: 

O-tS*+Sk+N-,O, where k < n, 

and S a universally catenarian Noetherian domain 
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Set a = aij and consider R,. Over R, we may change A to the matrix 

1 o.*.o 

0 6 i A’ 

0 

and clearly (I,(A’)), = (I,, ,(A))a. This gives an exact sequence 

Now grade(Z,(A’),) = grade(Z,+ ,(A),j> m + 2 - (t + 1) = (m - 1) + 2 - t. 
Hence the assumptions hold for A’ and we may assume S&M,) = (S,(M)), 
is a domain. By the discussion above this implies anlQ c J for some n, and 
so there is N $0 such that I,(A)“‘Q E J. 

We claim this implies height J = m. For if J c P, a prime, and height 
P < m, then since Z,(A)NQ c P either Z,(A) c P or Q E P and so we see J 
must have height m. But J is generated by m elements and R [T, ,..., T,] 
satisfies S,. Hence every associated prime of J has grade at most m. But 
grade(Z,(A)) > m + 1 and so Z,(A) cannot consist of zero divisors modulo J. 
But Z,(A)NQ c J then forces Q = J and so S,(M) is a domain. 

Assume S,(M) is a domain. Induct on iz to show (3). We first show a 
special case of (3). 

LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a Noetherian local domain satisfying S, and let N 
be n R-module with a minimal resolution, 

0-R k--Sp+N+O. 

If S,(N) is a domain, then k Q depth R - 1. 

ProoJ: By the argument above, if S,(N) is a domain, then S,(N) = 
R [T, ,..., Td]/Q, where Q is prime and height Q = k. Also Q is generated by 
cj”= 1 bijTj. Hence Q E Z,(B). But Q #Z,(B) since clearly b, & Q. 

Since the resolution is minimal, Z,(B) is contained in m, the maximal ideal 
of R. In addition, since R satisfies Sk, so does R [ T, ,..., Td] and so as Q is a 
height k ideal generated by k elements, these elements form an R [T, ,..., Td]- 
sequence. Since Q is a prime contained in m, the grade of m in R [T, ,..., Td] 
must be at least k + 1. Since the map from R to R[T, ,..., T,] is faithfully 
flat, the grade of m in R must be at least k + 1 which concludes the proof of 
Lemma 1.1. 
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ow show (3). Since S,(M) is a domain, 
= rank(M,) = n - m is well defined. Since 

-p, to show (3) it is enough to essay R is local with 
maximal ideal m and to show 

v(M, R) < II - m + depth 

e may choose YE = v(M, R), and so it is enough to show 

However, this is precisely the statement of Lemma 1.1 o 
We now show (3) implies (2). Observe that ifp is a prime in 

is not contained in p if and only if v(M,,, RJ < IZ - t, as in this case we may 
transform A (over RJ into 

0 

A’ 

Now suppose (3) holds, yet grade (It(A)) < m + 3 - t. 
prime p containing I,(A) whose grade is at most tn + 1 - t. 
vation above, we deduce v(MP, RP) > yt - t. 
az - m + (m + 1 - t) - 1 = II - t. This contra 
the proof. 

To complete the proof we observe that if S ) is a domain then as has 
been observed, the prime Q defining it has he 
elements. Since R satisfies S,, these elements m 
sequence. 

COROLLARY 1.1. Suppose R is a Cohen-Macczulay domain and 
module as in Theorem 1.1. If S,(M) is a domain theM 

v(R, M) < rank M + dim R - 1. 

Proof. We use the result of Forster [ 11. 

LEMMA 1.2 [ 11. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and 

46 M) < SUP{@,, iw,> i- dim 
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We apply this together with (3) of Theorem 1.1. 

u(RP, M,) < rank A4 + height(p) - 1. 

Hence, 

sup{dimR/p+v(R,,M,)}<dimR+rankM-1. 

COROLLARY 1.2. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay local domain and p a 
height 2 prime having projective dimension 1 and having three generators. 
Then S,(p) is a domain. 

Proof. From (3) of Theorem 1.1. we need only check that v(p,, R4) < 
height (q). Since p has only three generators we only needs to check this at 
p; however, R, is regular so v(pp, RP) = 2. 

2. APPLICATIONS 

In [4], Hochster studied rings of the form R[T,,..., T,] modulo a linear 
form, a,T, + .a. + a, T,. He called these generic grade reductions. We note 
that one simple result follows immediately from Theorem 1.1. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose R is a commutative Noetherian domain and 
M is defined to be a cokernel of the map, 

(al,...&!) O+R------+R*. 

Ifgrade(a, ,..., a,) is at least 2, then S,(M)=R[T ,,..., T,,]/(a,T,+. . .+a,T,,) 
is a domain. 

ProoJ: Since R is a domain, R satisfies S,. We now apply (2) of 
Theorem 1.1. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let k be a jZeld and let p be the prime in k[X, Y, Z] 
defining the variety k[t”l, tn2, tnS]. Set R = k[X, Y, 21. Then S,(p) is a 
Gorenstein domain. 

Proof. Herzog[2] has shown that p is generated by at most three 
elements. Since R is regular and R/p is Cohen-Macaulay with height(p) = 2, 
we see the projective dimension of p is 1. Corollary 1.2 shows S,(p) is a 
domain and Theorem 1.1 shows S,(p) is Gorenstein since R is. 

PROPOSITION 2.3 [3]. Let k be a Jield, and Jix numbers 0 < t, < 
t2 < -. . < t, = r. Let Xi be a generic ti X ti+l matrix and set 
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x=x, .~. x,-,. Let T be a generic r x 1 matrix. Set k[X,,...,Xnml, 2-j 
by which we mean k with the entries of the matrices ifled. Let J be the 

generated by the entries of XT. Then J is prime and is ~~~~~~te~ by an 
uence. 

ProoJ: Set S = k[X, ,..., X,-,] and t = t,. The matrix X 
M by the exact sequence, 

Further, S,(M) is R/J. Hence, provided heigbt(~~(X)) is at least t -I- 2 - i, 
Theorem 1.1 will give the required conclusion. However, the nii~ad~~a~ of 
Ii(X) contains Ii . . . Ii(X,- 1), and it is well known (see, for example, [3]) 
that 

grade(li(Xj)) = (tj - i + 1 )(tj+ i - i + 1) 

Since i is at most t and t is strictly less than 1, t 
t+2-i. 
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